


Hemghar is derived from the translation of the word 

“home”, hem in Swedish and ghar in Urdu, but this name 

represents much more than it’s literal meaning. It is the 

product of two distinctly different heritages finding 

common ground in expression and design.

Hemghar’s story begins in Karachi’s Sunday Bazaar in 

2009, an iconic marketplace home to some of the regions 

best and most vibrant handmade artisanal goods. This 

haven for cultural design is where our paths first met and 

our journey together began.
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Over the next few years despite working on our own 

separate projects, a vintage clothing label in London and a 

longstanding marble business, we always came together 

every evening in our sanctuary. A place that culminated 

our combined sense of design, culture and identity, a 

refuge away from the outside world that brought peace to 

our daily schedules. We are of course talking about our 

hem, our ghar, our home.

Our path towards curating beautiful handmade rugs & 

home accessories was a seemless one, as our mission to 

express ourselves and bring our home to life revealed a 

much deeper rooted passion for home décor. Through 

years of travel, research and experience scouring for the 

best in both vintage and modern rugs we have created a 

handpicked collection which we believe offers an exciting 

glimpse into the timeless craftsmanship and vibrant 

beauty of vintage and hand woven contemporary rugs.

Nadia & Aamer
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Wool is the primary material used in all our rugs. Most 

of our rugs are made of 100% wool  and some are a 

combination of silk and wool where the silk is used to 

add a shine to the  rug thus adding to the design. 

With its many features and benefits – from natural 

beauty to durability to sustainability – wool is 

regarded as the strongest, most vibrant, most 

beautiful and most eco-friendly fiber choice for rugs.
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Quality is our starting point anytime we either source or 

work with the weavers on our own creations. This not 

only includes the skill of the weavers but also the quality 

of wool or silk used. We then move on to the design 

and colours which go hand in hand. While sourcing we 

often find a beautiful design that has, in our eyes been 

let down by a colour choice or vice versa. We then work 

with the weavers to begin work on a new rug by altering 

the design/colours. 13
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We collect beautiful vintage Persian rugs that need a new 

lease of life and through a lengthy process using natural 

dyes and particular techniques of washing a final stunning 

piece of work is created.

The natural dyes affect each rug and yarn differently giving 

it a beautifully distressed look. Colours blend and textures 

soften, creating a fusion of modern with traditional. 

The end result is a unique piece with its own character. 
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The rugs are hand knotted by multi-generational weavers 

of Irani, Afghani & Pakistani descent. Their skill and 

speed is mesmerising to watch and we are very proud to 

support their craft. A rug depending on the size, design 

and knot count can take anywhere from 3 months to 1 

year to make. The design chosen on the rug can 

be a variation of traditional patterns and motifs where 

colours are chosen by us or where we have worked with 

the weavers to create new designs. The overdyed rugs 

being vintage, naturally have the base design however 

we choose the colours based on our vision of how the 

rug should look in the end.
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These rugs are contemporary designs inspired by the 

Suzani tribal textile. Suzani’s were prestige items that 

represented the binding together of two people and the 

fusion of two families. Not surprisingly, therefore, the 

patterns and motifs found on Suzanis are symbols of luck, 

health, long life and, above all, fertility.

Our skillful weavers take several months to complete 

just one these beautiful rugs that are intricately double 

knotted using the highest quality of wool and natural 

vegetable dyes.  
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Inspired from the Rya, a traditional Scandinavian wool 

rug with a long pile of about 1 to 3 inches our handwoven 

designs compliment a minimalist design aesthetic by 

adding a splash of colour to white or grey bases.
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Our journey with rugs began five years ago on a trip to 

Northern Pakistan where we saw first hand the mesmerising 

skill of the regions wonderul multi generational weavers.

Working together with our weavers is extremely inspiring. 

Collaborating on everything from the material, to colour 

& design, we work closely with them to create these 

beautiful pieces that we hope you enjoy.
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